Discovery Learning
This is an approach to coaching and learning whereby players are asked to solve problems. In hockey this looks like games and challenges in which the coach asks open
questions about what a player experiences. This dialogue encourages independent
thinking and individual solutions...
“How do I score more goals?” “How do I pass the ball to a team mate?”

This module is all about games and activities to make your sessions
fun, engaging, challenging and competitive.

PARTNER SHIN TAG

PRESS UP SWEEPS

NUMBERS GAME

Two players try to tag
each other below the knee
to score a point

Facing each other in a press up
position, two players try and
sweep the arms away from
their opponent

Players run around a circle
stretching and dodging,
then they must sprint into
groups of the correct number as soon as the coach
calls out a given number

TAG n LINE
2 players start a game of tag
and link hands with every player they tag. The longest line at
the end is the winner

STICK LADDERS
Use all the players
sticks in a line as
ladders to work on
footwork and fast
feet

TAG
Try playing tag with every player
paired up, back to back with
their arms linked, as piggy back
riders, or as spider pigs!

STRETCHING CIRCLES
Take it in turns to describe
and lead stretches but when
the coach calls out two
names or numbers those
players must chase each other round the circle

Coaching challenge:
Can you think of any other playground games that are suitable

ROCKETS AND COMETS
One player (the comet)
leads and the second
player (the rocket)
must try and keep up

CATERPILLARS
Every player bar the chaser
forms a caterpillar by placing
their hands on the hips of the
person in front. The chaser tries
to tag the player at the back of

“We want to find out what makes kids come back and play tomorrow and
the next day…”

STUCK IN THE MUD

PANA

RELAY RACING

Tag a player to stick them in the
mud. Free a player by crawling
through their legs (or dribbling a

Score a point every
time you dribble a ball
through your partners
legs

Mix up the distances,
the challenges, the
teams and the rules

NOUGHTS AND CROSSES

CUPS AND SAUCERS

Two teams of three race to
place three bibs in a row on
a grid of cones 15 yards
away

One team flips cones
up and one team
turns them back over

TENNIS BALL HANDBALL
Great messaging around
stretching the game and
playing in space with rolling,
throwing or kicking a tennis
ball from one end zone to
another

HEAD SHOULDERS KNEES AND
TOES
With or without a stick two
players react to the calls until
they race to pick up or dribble
the ball away

THE GREAT BRITAIN
SKILLS TEST
Five levels of five skills,
every pass a pair of
players make must be
perfect in order for
them to progress to

COLOUR CONE DRIBBLE
Every time you call out a colour players have to dribble
through a pair of cones that
make up a gate of that colour

“Children learn about playing games by playing games...”
Our Top Ten Games…
EGGS IN A BASKET

RONDO

Hungry Hippos on a hockey
pitch with players racing to
grab as many balls as possible for their team

One touch possession
games with a player in the
middle trying to get a touch

JAILBREAK
Prisoners dribble the ball
around a central area and
must race to escape past
prison guards when the
coach shouts ‘Jailbreak’

PACMAN
Players have to make it through a maze of cones and strips
whilst the PACMAN has to tackle them by moving through
the maze

FIVE ALIVE

END ZONE CHALLENGE

Pairs of players have to
make five consecutive
passes to move up and
switch with the pair ahead
of them

Two equal teams try to score
points by passing the ball to
one of their team in an endzone

CROCODILES IN THE RIVER
British Bulldog rules as players dribble from one
riverbank to the other whilst
crocodiles try to tackle them.
Tackled players join the crocodiles

FRUIT SALAD

SHARKS IN THE WATER

KABADDI

Players move around dribbling a ball whilst sharks
try to tackle them and
pass their ball out of the
circle

One team tries to keep
possession of the ball
whilst the other sends in
one player to try and tackle them. If they succeed
the roles are reversed

A 1 v 1 battle to keep the ball
or score a goal. Player join in
when the coach shouts out
their fruit. When the coach
calls Fruit Salad everyone joins

Planning

These are great questions to ask yourself when you’re planning a session…

What is the aim
of this activity?
Will these ideas be

What skills are the

retained?

players practising?

What problems are
the players trying
to solve?

Great questions

What are the

to ask

players thinking?

Are these ideas
Are the players

being retained?
Will this transfer
to matchplay?

enjoying this?

Coaching the whole person
Coaches have a responsibility (and the opportunity) to develop people
as a whole as well as great hockey players. In fact, by making people
feel connected to their sport and comfortable in their environment confidence, competence and creativity are likely to follow.

This is sometimes known as the C system. There’s no limit to what it involves or a single way to make players feel comfortable, connected or
confident...but remember

“sport is about so much more than winning”
Dan Fox, Double Olympian

How to be an inspiring coach to young players

Get to know your players
Be enthusiastic
Let players explore things that interest them
Believe in every players
Get players to think for themselves
Be a role model
Be passionate
Enjoy the game
Encourage risk taking and new ideas
Use hockey as a way to develop the whole person

Reflections

What Have I learnt…?

How can I use this…?

1-2-1 Hockey coaching from Olympic stars
Coach education for clubs and schools
Masterclass coaching sessions
Elite Hockey courses delivered at your club or school

Find out more and keep up to date...

07971 530461

